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Abstract: The article is dedicated to the analysis of literature on people who left the USSR during World War
II. Until recent years, the subject was extremely unpopular among Russian historians. This, to no small degree,
is due to the fact that both on the level of official ideology and on one’s subconscious level the entire second
emigration has been affiliated with hostile forces: first with Nazi Germany and then with “Western imperialists”.
In consequence, we know little about the second wave of emigration. The author examines literature on the
make-up of the second post-October wave and its numbers, the legal basis of the repatriation of Soviet citizens
(the Yalta agreements, etc.), its course, the causes behind the “non-return” and fate of those who stayed in the
West and their contribution to the continuation of the spiritual life of the Russian Abroad.
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INTRODUCTION States and the stories of many of these works concern the

The volume and diverse nature of research century on the territory of the Russian Empire, including
conducted in Russia  since  1991 attest to the emergence Poland. These processes, the contribution of Russian
of emigration studies as a new socially significant strand Jews in the culture of American, are studied in the works
in national humanitaristics, which is developing at a fast of N. Cohen [1], H. Frost [2], J. Thornton [3]. In books by
pace. The hype around the subject of emigration, its American authors R. Bowen [4], M. Green [5], T. Peterson
cultural legacy-a sort of vogue traced in Russia in the [6], D. Shasha [7] the causes of the latter (the end of the
early 1990-s-made way in the first decade of the 21 twentieth century) waves of emigration from Russia tost

century  for  quiet  meticulous  (“donnish”)  research the United States aredescribed, its ethnic composition
work-an expected stage in the evolution of any new (according to official statistics and Russian Jews in the
scientific strand. years  alternated  the  lead  in  the number of travelers to

The main outcome of all the scientific research the U.S. from Russia), changes in the lifestyle of Russian
conducted over the last two decades is having recognized Americans in their culture, language, especially
Russian emigration as a component part of one single integration into American society.
Russian culture-the keeper of its best traditions-and the In the works of German researchers talking about all
history of emigration as a component part of the social the waves of emigration from post-revolutionary Russia:
history of the Russian state. the first post-revolutionary [8; 9], post-war [9; 10] and the

Russian  Emigration   in   Studies   by Foreign Authors: with the theme of human rights, the priority is given to the
As for foreign authors-their subjects connected with the national question, the authors are also interested in
Russian emigration are not too interested. As  showed aspects  of  adaptation  of  immigrants on German earth.
our search of  untranslated  literature of Russian Of the outstanding names should be called Wolfgang
immigrants in domestic catalogs of libraries, most studies Cossack,  Professor,  University of Cologne, he has
focus on foreign immigrants from Russia to the United headed for a long time the Institute of Slavic Studies,

mass emigration of Russian Jews of the late XIX-early XX

time of "perestroika" [11-13]. Last is seen in conjunction
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engaged in the literature of the Soviet period and the inhabitants of Russia Russians, including former natives
Russian literary wave of emigration, but gave preference of Russia who are in emigration. It would be more proper
to the third wave, because personally knew and was a to use the term “Russian” as opposed to “Russky”, for
friend with many immigrants. V. Kazak assembled a the former is inclusive of all the nationals (citizens) of
remarkable collection of émigré journals ("Renaissance", Russia who left their homeland, irrespective of their
"Echo", "The Third Wave", etc.), which is stored at the ethnicity. We suggest using the term “Russian
Institute of Slavic Studies. Its merit is the numerous emigration” to denote all those nationals and citizens of
conferences on the subject. Chief summarizing the work the  Russian  state  who left the country in different
of V. Kozak is "Russian literary emigration in the XX” has periods  of  its  history  (the Russian Empire, the RSFSR,
not translated yet in Russian  [14].  The  book  provides the USSR, the Russian Federation), those who left for
essays on all three waves of emigration, their history, overseas for permanent residence or who found
composition and the reasons for departure, etc. are themselves abroad for political, economic and other
considered the biography and works of the most reasons for a certain period of time. The term “the Russian
prominent authors. Abroad” will  imply  the entire aggregate of the activity

In Munster,  the  student  of  Kazak prof. Gebler and stay of Russians overseas. Thus, the term “the
works. Under his leadership in Germany in October 2003, Russian Abroad” involves the study of not just
there  was  an  international  conference  "The  Russian emigration processes, which helps substantially enlarge
emigration from1917 to 1991: Reading-Language-Culture", the format of studies. Both terms-“Russian emigration”
the proceedings  of  which were published by F. Gebler and “Russian Abroad”-are much broader than any others
and W. Lange [15]. and are therefore universal.

A few interesting books were published in Paris.
Among them is the book of Daniel Bon-Gray "Historians On the Periodization  of  Emigration in Russia:
of Russian emigration [16] and of Frans Lemaire "Russian According to one of the definitions of emigration, it must
fate and music", dedicated musicians in exile from 1917 to be construed as voluntary or forced relocation from one
the present day [17]. country to another, which is caused by various reasons.

The phenomenon of Russian foreign is studied and The resumability of emigration at different stages of the
by its representatives. Of the non-translated into the development of our society lets us speak of it as a
Russian language is said to be released in 2004 in New phenomenon with its own nature, laws and periodicity. 
Haven (USA), Yale University Press book Catherine Periods  of  time  within  which emigration starts,
Andreyev and Ivan Saviský "Russia Abroad: Prague and gains in numbers and comes to an end are called “waves”
the Russian Diaspora, 1918-1938", which is the first full in historiography.
account of the Russian community immigrants in the Periodization as the division of emigration
Czechoslovak Republic from 1918 to 1938, when the Nazi development processes into major radically different
invasion of their newly dispelled. The authors of named stages helps not only fathom the phenomenon itself more
publications investigated the causes of the Russian deeply but, having revealed the causes behind it, explore
refuge in this Eastern European country, the various better and comprehensively periods of the evolution of
aspects of life of immigrants, including scientific and society and the state, which correspond to it.
cultural [18]. Published  and widely known in the Prior to the turn of the 21  century, most researchers
homeland of the book of Russian-German journalist and and publicists had kept track of emigration waves from
social activist M.V. Nazarov, "The mission of Russian October 1917. It is apparent that this hard and fast
emigration”  [19]  and  historian  of Russian culture “linking” of emigration waves to the October revolution
abroad, curator  of  Bahmetevskiy  Archives in New  York by most historians was due to the fact that Soviet
City, M. I. Raeff "Russia abroad: The cultural history of historiographers  divided the  country’s  entire history
Russian emigration” [20]. into two periods separated by this date.

Definitions:   In    1993,    historian  and   ethnographer Y.A. Polyakov put forth a scheme by which five periods
V.V. Aleksandrov expressed a view that Russia would in the history of Russian emigration were set apart.
benefit from the US experience, whereby one’s belonging Polyakov added one  more  to  the four waves traced
to a nation is defined based solely on the attribute of within the  21   century  by tradition, which he proposed
citizenship. Thus, it would be appropriate to call all the to consider as the first wave: the years of mass labor

st

In 1999, Russian Academy of Sciences academician

st
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(peasant)  emigration  from poor  western  provinces of Tolstoy-Miloslavsky relates the following
the  Russian  Empire  of the late 19 -early 20  centuries. information on the composition of the second post-th th

The emigration that took place prior to the late 19 October wave. Most importantly-the inhabitants ofth

century was proposed to be considered as “cases of a occupied lands  who  were  deported to Germany for
one-off nature”. This periodization was met with support forced labor.  On   a  voluntary   basis, enrolment into
from V.M. Selunskaya, G.Y. Tarle and other Moscow labor battalions was practiced only until the end of 1941.
researchers.  To  avoid  confusion  in  respect  of  the A  great need  of  manpower   made  Goering  put  forth
then-current numeration of emigration waves traced from the  forced  recruitment  plan.  All in  all,  according to
1917, G.Y. Tarle suggested annotating the number of a N.D. Tolstoy, nearly 2.8 million Soviet citizens were
particular post-October wave every time with the words deported to forced labor [24].
“post-revolution” or “post-October”. The next category, size-wise, includes prisoners of

Soviet Emigration in 1939-the Early 1950-s: World War the USSR. Of these, 1.15 million remained alive by May
II caused entire layers of peoples to move. People started 1945. The third category, which is markedly different from
roaming  from  place  to place, sometimes involuntarily the first two, is composed of refugees as such. Many of
and sometimes voluntarily. The end of the war stopped those who had  had  problems with the authorities earlier
this movement and had millions of moving masses stuck or feared getting caught by the NKVD again took
in places that were not their home, beyond the frontiers of advantage of the German  occupation  to flee the USSR.
their homeland. As the Soviets began to achieve victories, certain

The Soviet emigration of 1945, despite being the population groups simply had no other choice left-as, for
second great transmigration after the October revolution, instance, the Volksdeutsche (ethnic Germans) as well as
was,  by  no  means,  the second one in Russian history. Kuban Cossacks and the Caucasus peoples, which put up
In  historical  retrospective, its sequential number is the longest resistance to Bolshevism during the years of
higher despite the fact that prior to 1917 emigrant flows the formation of the Soviet Power. Tolstoy says there
were not as massive and Russian emigration as such is were about a million of such refugees.
traced starting only from the late 19  century. It, Apart from the above three categories, a sizableth

concurrently, was a first emigration as well. The first group was formed by those who decided to fight against
Soviet one. No matter which ethnicity the people who the Red Army or aid the Germans. Nearly 800 thousand to
took part in the emigration of the 1920-s belonged to; all 1 million people elected to aid the occupants. The Soviet
of them left their homeland as Russian nationals. Unlike Union became the only European country wherein almost
them, those who fled the Soviet Power or were deported one million citizens joined the enemy army.
during World War II to labor in the Reich were Soviet Tolstoy-Miloslavsky accompanies each of the above
citizens already. This  difference is pointed out by figures with a reference to a number of works published
Princess Z.A. Shakhovskaya [21]. abroad. The list of categories of those who left the USSR

In 1980, the 139  issue of the New York-published provided by the author of “Victims of Yalta” is moreth

emigrant “New Journal” carried a review by Y. Andreyeva extensive than that contained in the article by S.I. Bruk,
[22], an instructor at Cambridge University, on N. “Population  Migrations:  The  Russian  Abroad” [25].
Tolstoy’s book “Victims of Yalta” [23]. The author of the The latter does not include Russian, Ukrainian, Balt,
review  was  deeply  upset   over   the  fact that the book Caucasian and Tartar soldiers who formed the Russian
of Count N.D. Tolstoy-Miloslavsky, a descendant of Liberation Army (RLA). Note that all of them were
Russian emigrants, “Victims of Yalta”, had still not been migrants too,  who  found  themselves in the territory of
translated into Russian. That was done only eight years the Reich.
later.  In  Russian  N.D. Tolstoy’s work was released in There are tangible discrepancies between the two
1988 by YMCA-Press in Paris as part of the “Studies in authors’ accounts also in the way of the numbers of men
the  Newest  Russian History” book series founded by subsumed by N.D. Tolstoy within the first two categories,
A.I.  Solzhenitsyn.  The  re-edited translation performed the total number being  about the same for both:
by the “Russky Put” publishing house (the Russian compared with Tolstoy, with Bruk there were 946
branch of YMÑÀ- ress) was published in Moscow in thousand Soviet prisoners of war fewer, while the number
1996 under the aegis of Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn's Russian of those deported to forced labor was 1.2 million men
Social Fund [24]. greater.  It is  hard  to  explain  this  gap without knowing

war captured by German troops over the years of war with
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the  way  the  authors   conducted   their   calculations. the Committee for the Liberation of the Peoples of Russia
For instance, if  Bruk  clearly  defines the term “the as of April 22-23, 1945) [34]. The story of General Vlasov,
territory of the USSR” for the period we   are  looking  at his captivity and what happened later on is also explored
(in 1939-1941, a number of territories were annexed to the in a literary work by Y.A. Kvitsinsky written based on
USSR in violation of international and constitutional authentic documents [35].)
laws), Tolstoy does not provide such determinants.
Besides, it is hard to statistically separate one category of The Repatriation  of  Soviet Citizens after World War II:
those who left the USSR from the other: the belonging of Migrants within all of the above categories were
individuals to a group often changed. Finally, S.I. Bruk’s proclaimed  “traitors”  deserving  “severe  punishment”
might be silent about the RLA fighters for ideological by the Soviet government. At Stalin’s insistence, on
reasons: the topic is still highly unpopular among Russian February 11, 1945  in  Yalta  at the Crimea Conference of
historians. the heads of government of the three Allied powers-the

Among theses known to us, there are historical USSR, the United States of America and Great Britain-
studies dedicated to all the four categories of those who separate treaties were  entered  into  by the governments
left the USSR during World War II: the inhabitants of of the United Kingdom and the United States of America
occupied territories who were deported to Germany for on the handover to Soviet Union representatives of all
forced labor [26]; prisoners of war captured by German Soviet citizens, both prisoners of war and civilians,
troops over the years of war with the USSR (note that the “liberated”  by   the   Anglo-American  armies  [36-38].
studies provide a characterization of the moral and legal The formulations of these treaties did not allow for the
foundations of military captivity, as well as the views of free movement of “liberated” persons until they were
the Soviet and Nazi military-political leadership and definitively handed over to the corresponding authorities.
military command on resolving issues related to prisoners The defining criterion for the handover (or “repatriation”,
of war [27]; citizens who took advantage of the German as it  was  put  in  the  treaties) was Soviet citizenship.
occupation (and just wartime and post-war situations) to The terms of the treaties were formulated so
flee the USSR [28; 29]; fighters from collaborationist unambiguously that the term “liberated” in application to
military units formed of Russian citizens [30-32]. Note that Soviet persons captured by Allied troops lost all meaning
if the forced deportation of civilians from occupied USSR altogether. In accordance with the spirit and letter of the
territories for involuntary labor in fascist Germany had above treaties, voluntariness as a necessary (from the
been covered from the early 1980-s, the taboo on the standpoint of humaneness and human rights) condition
study of issues related to Soviet prisoners of war was for repatriation was out of the question. Soviet citizens
lifted only in the second half of the 1990-s, while the were forcefully loaded into trains to be taken to the Soviet
study of Soviet military-political collaborationism in occupation zone, then taken to the USSR and those who
occupied USSR territories (e.g., the Vlasov movement) were not shot  right  upon  arrival joined the ranks at the
became possible only in recent years. Gulag. The last handovers were completed in the middle

The  Vlasov  Movement:  (Once  the taboo  was lifted, a much smaller part-just about 10%-managed to stay and
there was a real publisher boom. Thus, a monograph by join the ranks of Russian emigrants. By agreement
Saint Petersburg historian K.M. Aleksandrov is dedicated between the governments of the allied powers, any fact of
to the history of the Vlasov army-the armed units of the violence during  the  repatriation  process  would be
Committee for the Liberation of the Peoples  of  Russia classified. The  global  community  was  kept in the dark
(1944-1945),  their  structure,  organization  and  combat about the real story; the Soviet press remained silent as
activities  [33].  Another  book by K.M. Aleksandrov- well.
“The Officer Corps of the Army of Lieutenant General It was made possible for Tolstoy’s book to come out
A.A. Vlasov in 1944-1945”-is a collection of the thanks to the fact that in 1967 the British government
biographies of about 120 members of the Vlasov army, reduced to 30 years from the time of the events the times
including such famous figures as A.A. Bertols-Menshoy, for keeping government documents secret. As a result,
A.A. Vlasov,   K.G.   Kromiadi  and  A.A.  von  Lampe. N.D. Tolstoy managed to use these documents on 1947
The book is prefaced with a vast and fact-rich historical and describe British policy in respect of Soviet captives,
essay on the tragedy of the Vlasov movement (1942-1950). whereby nearly a million and a quarter individuals were
The  book  includes materials related to the troop list of repatriated by the British to the USSR.

of 1947. The overwhelming majority were returned, while
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Y. Andreyeva, mentioned above, notes that when # 63 dated January 24 1995 recognizes the actions of the
Nicholas Bethell’s book on the same subject, “The Last party and state leadership of the former USSR and
Secret”, came out in 1974 (as a result of the transformation coercive measures by the government authorities against
of the restricted-access repository of the V.I. Lenin State Russian citizens-former Soviet servicemen captured and
Library of the USSR into a publicly-accessible section for encircled while defending their homeland and civilians
the literature of the Russian Abroad at the Russian State repatriated during World War II and in the post-war
Library, this book, published in issues 4-7 of the emigrant period-as contradicting the primary rights of men and
literary, public-political and religious journal “Kontinent” citizens  and  recognizes  them as political repressions.
for 1975-1976, can now be read by Russian readers as it The decree acknowledges that the above categories of
came  out  in  a  separate  edition in 1992 in Moscow [39]), persons were denounced for state, military and other
it did not arouse acute public indignation. At the same crimes, were forced to join “assault battalions”, exiled,
time, the coming out of the book by Tolstoy-Miloslavsky deported to special (forced) settlements, were subjected
generated inquiries in the parliament, articles in the print to checks at roundup-transit, special and check-filtration
media and a torrent of reader letters in the British press. camps and checkpoints, forced to join special reserve
They even raised the question of the need to investigate units, the “labor battalions” of the People's Commissariat
all the circumstances around this “repatriation”, which for the Defense of the USSR and People's Commissariat
was officially turned down by the then-Minister of for the Internal Affairs of the USSR, were subjected to
Foreign Affairs, Dr. Owen. forced labor with their freedoms restricted, forced to

Tolstoy himself explains this difference in reactions engage in activities with harsh labor conditions, subjected
to the two books-“The Last Secret” and “Victims of to other privations and freedom and rights restrictions
Yalta”-by that his criticism of the policy of the British and unjustifiably  and  exclusively  for  political  motives.
American governments was much harsher than his These persons have been reinstated in their rights [41].
predecessor’s. Bethell did not have access to those The nature and characteristics of the process of
materials yet; his investigation is publicistic and contains repatriating and filtering Soviet citizens at the final stage
no information on the sources he drew from. Whereas of the Great Patriotic War and after its end have, as of
Tolstoy’s investigation is accompanied with a really now, been touched upon in the only thesis on historical
meaty scientific  apparatus  and  contains a large number sciences, which was written in 1998 [42]. Conclusions and
of personal testimonies gleaned by the author. There is summations made in it provide a deeper insight into the
also a difference in tonality in the books by Tolstoy and post-war situation in the Soviet Union, the essence of the
Bethell. Tolstoy is much more critical, especially with Stalin state and the authorities’ treatment of their citizens
regard to the British authorities. The author of “Victims of who experienced enemy captivity.
Yalta” raises the issue of the legitimacy of the policy The military-political and organizational foundations
pursued by the British Ministry of Foreign Affairs. He of the repatriation process, the history of creation of the
shows that the British MFA resolved the issue in the Soviet repatriation authorities, their use and the major
spirit of “gain”, while the issue of legitimacy was made strands of their practical activity are also examined in a
secondary. monograph by Y.N. Arzamaskin. The author assesses the

There is an appendix to Tolstoy’s investigation, military-political and international-legal activity of the
wherein the information he gathered is examined by the USSR state administration bodies in  the area of Soviet
military law expert Professor G. Draper. His conclusion is and foreign citizens’ repatriation  provides  statistical
that the British government has never thought over in data on the number of those repatriated and covers the
earnest the legality of its deeds [40]. issue of the handover of the Vlasovians and Cossacks to

N.D. Tolstoy would want a complete public the Soviet authorities [43]. The 1945 handover of
investigation  of  all  the  circumstances of this affair, Cossacks to the Soviet authorities is also explored in a
which he considers a military crime. However, to this day multifaceted  investigation   by  S.I.  Drobyazko  [44].
all his attempts have been met with stubborn resistance Based on an extensive range of published materials and
on the part of the British authorities. As of now, only one archive documents, including those drawn from foreign
of the aspects of the problem has received a legal archive repositories, the book for the first time generalizes
assessment. Taking into account the conclusions of the and brings to light in their complex association the
Commission for Human Rights under the President of the following issues: the ideological and organizational
Russian Federation, the Decree of the President of the RF schism in the Russian emigration environment concerning
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one’s participation in the war against the USSR on the in France were wearing German uniform when they got to
side of Nazi Germany; the conditions of the emergence France and that most of those who survived had gone
and the activity of pro-Nazi emigrant  groups and the through a Soviet repatriation camp. This is attested to by
views of their leaders; the policy of the Nazis  with  regard not only the testimonies of Russian participants in the
to Russian emigrants in Europe and using them in the war events, gleaned by the author, but also French archive
against the USSR; emigrant participation in the Resistance documents,  published  for  the first time,-mostly reports
Movement; the postwar return movement and the impact by the police for  the  French Ministry of Internal Affairs
of the war’s outcomes on emigration. Much attention is in 1944-1946. G. Coudry also touches upon the fates of
given to the personal fates of both well-known heads of emigrants from the first post-October wave in war and
emigrant organizations and commanders of various units post-war years. The national composition of Soviet
and many unknown ordinary participants in those events. German labor and military  units, their approximate size

Emigrants’ Fates: When it comes to the fates of those repatriation of Soviet citizens in Western Europe, a schism
who stayed in the West, their contribution to the on the DP issue in the “old” emigration environment-
development of the spiritual potential of the Russian these are the topics G.Coudry brings up in his book.
emigration of the previous waves-as of now, Russian “Victims of Two Dictatorships” is the title of a
dissertators have virtually overlooked these issues: monograph by Pavel Polyan, published in 1996 and
neither by the number of works written nor by the topics dedicated to ostarbeiters (eastern civil workers) and
investigated in them, these studies are comparable to prisoners of war in the Third Reich and their repatriation
theses dedicated to the first post-October wave. In large [48]. “Victims of One Dictatorship” -this is how the book’s
part, this is due to the fact that both on the level of official title would look as  proposed in a review by Manuk
ideology and mundane consciousness the entire “second Zhazhoyan [49], who reminds us of the grievous similarity
emigration” has been affiliated with hostile forces: first of  the  regimes  of Hitler’s Germany and Stalin’s USSR.
with Nazi Germany and then with “Western imperialists”. Works  like  P.  Polyan’s are  considered  fundamental.
As a result, we know little about the second wave of The author illustrates the historical background for the
emigration. forced use of civilian labor in Germany, characterizes the

Millions  of  Russians  deported  by  Nazi  Germany fate of Soviet prisoners of war in German captivity,
to hard labor during the Great Patriotic War were called describes the circumstances of the forced “recruitment”
“eastern workers”. There is a documentary novel by and deportation to Germany, the living and working
Russian writer V. Andriyanov, called “Archipelago OST”, circumstances of these people in Germany (their legal
that relates about the fates of the slaves of the Third status,  work  and  daily-life conditions,  nutrition, medical
Reich. The novel is based on the testimonies of the very care, leisure), marks down the creation of repatriation
ostarbeiters and archive documents and restores some of bodies and a corresponding organizational-camp
the lesser-known pages of recent history [45]. infrastructure in the USSR, the repatriation’s legal basis

The  tragic  fate  of ostarbeiters, who were deported (the Yalta treaties, etc.), illustrates the repatriation’s
in World War II to forced labor in Germany, is addressed course in European countries and the US, the
in  a  book  by  the  son  of  emigrants  from  the  first post- circumstances of the reception of repatriates back home
October wave, well-known public figure of the Russian and the fate  of  those  who stayed  in  the  West-the
Abroad, collector, researcher, publicist, permanent author “non-returners”. In the book’s last chapter, the author
of the “Novyi Chasovoy” magazine (Saint-Petersburg), touches upon the issue of Germany’s humanitarian
authorized representative of the magazine in North settlement of the issue of compensating former
America, G.G. Verbitsky [46]. ostarbeiters and prisoners of war for their involuntary

In 1997, a book called  “Soviet  Camps in France” labor. The book contains statistical tables, comparisons,
came out in Paris. It was written by Georges Coudry, a maps, documents and addenda.
participant in the French Resistance and a war An autobiographical novel by Ukrainian Pyotr
correspondent who in the early 1990-s was assigned to Nikolayevich Paliy, a Soviet officer captured by the
compile a list of “derelict” graves of former Soviet citizens Germans in 1941, relates about a tough moral and
at  military  and  civil  cemeteries  in  France [47]. In the psychological quest for ways to combat the two political
course of his investigation, G. Coudry discovered  that systems, created by Hitler and Stalin and events that
many  representatives of the peoples of the USSR buried made the novel’s main character encourage others to join

and places of dislocation, the activity of the mission for
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the Russian Liberation Army (RLA) [50]. The edition is [54].  In 2005, a thesis  was defended on the publication
the third issue in a series  of  materials on the history of activity of political organizations of the Russian
the Russian liberation movement (under the general emigration, including those in the second wave [55].
editorship of A.V. Okorokov). According to the author of Still open is  the  question  of whether the handover
the novel, the story of Major Shegov, the protagonist of of Soviet citizens who during the World War II found
the first part, “Prisoner of War # 7472” and the second, themselves under the jurisdiction of the American and
“Tin Soldiers”, is typical of thousands of volunteers in British authorities was in line with the principles and
the RLA, from generals  to  privates.  Nothing  in the norms of international humanitarian law.
narrative is made up, nor does it contain any “cosmetic
literary embellishments”-all the scenes, events and CONCLUSION
occurrences precisely correspond to reality by time and
place. Likewise, all the characters and participants in the There is a view that the “second emigration” left no
events are real living people. Of course, the book is not trace in the history of the Russian Abroad’s culture.
and does not pretend to be a historical investigation into However, the   vast   publishing activity of the second
the phenomenal event of the birth, activity and demise of post-October wave (the “Posev” newspaper, magazine
the Russian liberation movement during the war. This is and publishing house, “Grani” magazine, the “Mosty”
not a “top-to-bottom” view by a historian, when much can almanac, the “Russkiye Novosti” and “Russkaya Mysl”
be seen, understood and tested through the following newspapers, “Vozrozhdeniye” magazine, “New Journal”
years. The book is valuable for its “bottom-to-top” insight and the “YMCA-Press” and “Chekhov” publishing
from the very thick of the people mesmerized by the idea houses) and even the short list of its representatives
of the struggle against Bolshevism yet limited in their (historian and politologist A. Avtorkhanov, poetess O.
apprehension of events taking place by their soldier Anstey, poet and prosaist R. Berezov, artist S. Gollerbakh,
position. poet I. Yelagin, critic V. Zavalishin, Russian social

P.N.  Paliy’s  fate.  He  avoided repatriation. In 1948 thought historian, publicist and literary critic Ivanov-
he moved to the US. In 1962, he graduated from the Razumnik (R.V. Ivanov), poet and philologist Y. Ivask,
University of California. He worked in an aircraft writers G. Klimov and N. Narokov, literary critic and writer
manufacturing firm, where, before resigning, he occupied  L.    Rzhevsky,    litterateurs   N.   Ulyanov  and B.
the post of senior research engineer. In 1973-1976, as a Filippov,  litterateur  and  editor  G.  Khomyakov, poet I.
specialist he took part in talks with the USSR on aircraft Chinnov, writer and journalist V.  Yurasov) are making us
manufacturing.  He  visited  the Soviet  Union  10  times. believe the opposite is true.
He  was  engaged  in  vibrant  public activity. He was The literary  contribution  of the representatives of
twice elected   as   parish  church-warden  for  the the second wave of emigration to the culture of the
Svyato-Bogoroditsky Temple and was appointed Vice- Russian Abroad is revealed in the path-breaking work of
President of the Vera Jones Charity Fund. He was one of American Slavicist John Glad, “Russia Abroad”, which
the organizers of the Russian-American Society for contains   information   on prosaists Anatoly Darov,
Culture and Enlightenment. For four years he served as its Sergey Maksimov, Gennady Andreyev, Boris Shiryayev,
vice-chairman and then for  five years he was the Vladimir Yurasov and Nikolay Narokov, poets Ivan
chairman  of  its board. He took part in the creation of Yelagin, Dmitry Klenovsky, Nikolay Morshen and Oleg
“The California Bulletin” journal. He is the author of Ilyinsky [56]. In 2005, the scientific-research bibliography
several books and articles in Russian emigrant department of the Russian State Library prepared for
publications: “Novyi Zhurnal”, “Veche”, “Russkaya publication bibliographic essays on the writers of the
Zhizn”, “Novoye Russkoye Slovo”, “Russkaya Mysl”, second wave [57].
etc. The second wave did not get lost in time and did not

The   nature    of    the  second  post-October  wave hole up. It was the second wave that founded the Union
of Russian emigration, its value orientations and for the Struggle for the Liberation of the Peoples of
psychological mindsets are partially revealed in a Russia-a political organization that embarked on the path
psychology thesis released in 1996 [51]. In 1999 and 2004, of  open  irreconcilable resistance  to  the  Stalin  system.
three theses  were  defended by philologists on the work It was the second wave that created the Russian Library
of  two  representatives of the second wave: poet I.V. in Munich, which became the hearth of Russian culture in
Chinnov [52; 53] and writer L.D. Rzhevsky (Surazhevsky) Germany  in the late 1940-s. It was its representatives who
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organized parishes providing spiritual help, much needed 4. Bowen, R., 2003. The Russian Americans.
at the time, for all those who were persecuted. It was them Philadelphia: Mason Crest Publishers, pp: 64.
who created the largest scientific and publishing 5. Greene, M., 2002. The Russian Americans. San Diego,
institution to have ever existed in emigration-the Institute Calif.: Lucent Books, pp: 112.
for the Study of the History and Culture of the USSR in 6. Peterson, T., 2003. Russian Americans. Chicago, Ill.:
Munich, which was in operation until 1972. The Museum Heinemann Library, pp: 32.
of Russian Culture in San Francisco and the “Rodina” 7. Shasha, D., 2002. Red Blues: voices from the last
Museum in Lakewood are also credited to the “second” wave of Russian immigrants. New York: Holmes &
emigration. Meier, pp: 258.

Yet when it comes to the myth on the “cultural 8. Schlogel, K.B., 1995. Russian emigration in Germany
infertility” of the “second” emigration, there is just 1918-1941:  Life  in  Europ.  Civil  War.   Akad  Verl,
permanent reticence on the real history behind those pp: 550.
events. 9. Richter-Eberl, U., 2001. Ethnic or national? Aspect of

Today it is becoming  possible to learn more about the Russian-German migration to Germany from 1919
the history of the second post-October wave of to  1969.  Frankfurt  on  Main;  New  York:  P.  Lang,
emigration mainly thanks to the fact that publications of pp: 174.
the  distant  past  are  getting reprinted and republished, 10. Heitman, S., 1987. The third Soviet emigration: Jewish
as  access  to  such  publications  is  getting  liberalized. German a. Armenian emigration from the USSR  since
A complete and integral picture of second wave emigrants World   War   II.  Koln:  Bundesinst, pp: 108.
blending in with the Russian overseas diaspora is yet to 11. Heitman, S., 1989. Soviet emigration since Gorbachev.
be constructed. One needs to explore the process of their Koln, pp: 52.
adaptation to the abroad, study the “free world”’s 12. Heitman, S., 1990. The right to leave: The new Sov.
reaction to what they were doing, their interrelations with draft law on emigration. Kiel.
first and third wave emigrants, try to figure out the 13. Korber, K., 2005. Jews, Russians, emigrants: identity
reasons behind the  re-emigration  of many Soviet citizens conflicts of Jewish immigrants in an East German city.
from post-war Europe  to   the   countries  of  the  New Frankfurt / Main: Campus, pp: 191.
World (Australia, Canada, the US) and the shifting of the 14. Kasack,  W.,  1996.  The Russian writer-emigration in
centers of the Russian Abroad to those countries. There the  20th  Century. Contributions to the history, the
is a strong possibility that the “Arkhiv ROA” Public authors and their works. Munich: Verlag Otto Sagner
Research Center is going to play a crucial role in in Commission, pp: 355.
providing a truthful coverage of the political history of 15. Gobler, F., 2005. Russian emigration in the 20th
this wave of emigration. One needs to study the reasons Century: Literature-Language-Culture. Munich:
behind the decline in the second wave’s political life. Sagner, pp: 412. 
Topics dealing with the cultural life of the second 16. Beaune-Gray, D., 2003. Historians of the Russian
emigration, its preserving and enriching the intellectual emigration. Paris: Inst. Slavic Studies: House of
and spiritual legacy of the preceding wave and the Human Sciences, pp: 178.
process of handing the cultural  “relay  baton”  off to 17. Lemaire, F.C., 2005. Russian destiny and music: a
future emigrants are truly “unbroken soil”. There is a century of history of the revolution to the present
belief that the “second emigration” is a rather rich stratum day. Paris: Fayard, pp: 736.
with plenty of surprises in store for a passionate explorer. 18. Andreyev, C.,  2004.  Russia  abroad:  Prague  and
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